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Abstract:
Population growth along with land scarcity have justified the spread of vertical buildings in major populated cities. The intensity of land use has always been an alternative solution in the face of land scarcity, high land values, and energy consumption rising. Therefore, vertical buildings appear in every function of an urban environment (educational, commercial, official, and residential buildings). In this new building model, traditional horizontal schools are no longer feasible and are not financially viable. As a case study, to provide state-of-the-art educational environments as one of each society’s critical functions, vertical schools have emerged. One of the main gaps in designing today’s vertical school buildings is the lack of interaction with green and open spaces, especially concerning children’s spaces in hot-humid climatic regions. The term kindergarten, derived from the philosophies of German educator Friedrich Frobel (1782–1852) in the 1840s and translates literally to ‘Kids in the Garden’, reveals an underlying proclivity for integrating indoor and outdoor learning environments. As a result of this shortage of interacting with natural spaces, mediated spaces are introduced in this paper as environments between outdoor and indoor spaces, like extended facades, patios, balconies, verandas, internal courtyards, and atria. The main questions here are how and to what extent these mediated spaces would have dedicated the school space so that children would most benefit from pedagogy and well-being aspects?
This paper aims to explore the viability of vertical primary schools through mediated spaces. This study's methodology is benefited from perusing a literature review and case studies related to interacting vertical buildings with nature. The result leads to showcasing the necessity of interaction with the natural environment to improve the quality of learning, well-being, and health population parameters of children’s lives in school settings.
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